
Closet Conservatives

Mrs. Larson, it turned out?
Had been a teacher herself.  
Her instructional experience had been accumulated, however, not at a low-income, 

culturally-diverse, inner-city school, but inside the protective boundaries of an affluent suburban 
neighborhood – inside a school which she, herself, had attended; a school where, now?  Two of 
her own children were enrolled.  Convinced, as a concerned citizen, as a registered liberal, as an 
egalitarian-minded Democrat, that she could be useful – that she could step up and get involved 
– she had resolved to leave her own very comfortable affluent-school teaching position and 
respond to the sudden spate in reform funded low-income-school innovation employment ads.  

(And.  
Oh, well, yes.  
That sizable pay raise?  
Well, yes, it had helped in the making of this decision.)
She understood – gosh, there had been such a relentless push to expose the shocking 

incompetence attached to our nation’s so many scandalously bad (and now even judicially 
identified grossly inept) low-income school teachers – that, as a person who had managed year 
upon year of a test-score-proven successful teaching herself? 

She could help; she could step up.
She could volunteer (all while pocketing that very comfortable paycheck) and help to re-

educate those inadequately trained inner-city teachers.  Having lived her entire life inside the 
protective environs of a poverty-disconnected privilege; having been able, always, to rely upon 
the ability and performance of a highly standardized and fully assimilated clientele, Mrs. Larson 
believed that the teachers working inside poorest schools – those institutions assertively targeted, 
now, as they struggled to find a test-score recognized success? 

Well, surely these teachers were simply unaware of the good teacher practices which she, 
as a wealthy-neighborhood, stable-attendance, high-scoring-school educator knew about, and 
personally employed.*

And, my.  Wasn’t it the perfect solution?
Rather than having to actually work directly with poor and/or culturally-different 

students; rather than having to step in front of those classrooms filled to the brim with 
challengingly non-standardized students yourself?  As a deeply concerned liberal (well, one of 
those well-educated, privileged-class liberals with money) you could help out, and still – so cool 
– stay prudently outside the highly uncomfortable act of an actual poor-person interaction. 

Gee.  
Compassionate Big Money school reform?  
Was so…simple.  
As an empathetic, equity-minded liberal, you could show how much you cared not by 

physically working with those whom you proposed to help, but simply by telling the people 
actually willing to get their feet wet – those so many clueless employees willing to walk every 
single day into our nation’s most demanding schools in their effort to teach – how to do it.  

And, wow.  Here was the best part:
You could get paid amazingly well for all of your thoughtful, heartfelt concern!  
And.
Well, should you wish to generate an even more highly publicized recognition?  



Should you hope to make an even splashier, even more publicly noted difference? 
You had only to jump up and get on board to start mingling with the rising tide of 

enthusiastically vocal for-reform Democrats – that suddenly burgeoning number of goddamnit-
somehow-I-got-old-wealthy-and-self-protective closet conservatives who, standing in a 
vociferous measure to back our “progressive” nation’s really cool non-White President, now 
leapt enthusiastically up onto the accountability wagon and began to demand a hard-hitting 
battery of harshly punitive (oh, but surely concernedly democratic) laws. 

No-excuses, make-or-break, fire-all-the-employees accountability laws.  
Inflexibly-statistical, test-score-dependent school and teacher performance laws.
Funding-available-only-for-our-highest-scoring-schools financing laws.
All without ever once coming into any direct contact with those difficult, frightening kids, 

their rebellious, unappreciative teachers, or (oh my, most unnervingly) those so many 
uncomfortably unassimilated parents.

*While, with the instigation of NCLB, the theory that “good” teachers working inside affluent suburban schools 
could surely change the world of a low-income teaching if only they were offered enough money to take on their 
district’s most challenging schools – I have seen more than a few “outside” teachers come into low-income schools 
only to immediately turn around and leave.  Not, as you might think, because of their frustrations with the students, 
but because they simply refused to work inside buildings so blatantly infused with an endless administrative 
bullying.


